School Choice Calculator

for determining eligibility for TUSD's Incentive Transportation

TUSD provides an incentive to diversify the student population by offering transportation to some open enrollment students. Incentive Transportation for Open Enrollment depends on several factors, including the demographics of the home school, the demographics of the school to which you are applying, and the student's ethnicity.

This incentive transportation program uses strategically placed, pre-determined stops, to pick up students. Parents must transport their child to these stops.

To determine if your child qualifies for this service, please begin by selecting your neighborhood school (which is the school in whose boundaries you reside).

Select your neighborhood school: Banks ES

Note: Your neighborhood school is the school in whose boundary you reside. Select your neighborhood school from the list above, even if this is not the school your child will be attending in the 2014-2015 school year. If you are not sure which school boundary you live in, use Pima Association of Government's school-address look-up.
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School Choice Calculator

_for determining eligibility for TUSD’s Incentive Transportation_

TUSD provides an incentive to diversify the student population by offering transportation to some open enrollment students. **Incentive Transportation for Open Enrollment** depends on several factors, including the demographics of the home school, the demographics of the school to which you are applying, and the student's ethnicity.

This incentive transportation program uses strategically placed, pre-determined stops, to pick up students. Parents must transport their child to these stops.

To determine if your child qualifies for this service, please begin by selecting your neighborhood school (which is the school in whose boundaries you reside).

**Select your neighborhood school:** Banks ES

Note: Your neighborhood school is the school in whose boundary you reside. Select your neighborhood school from the list above, even if this is not the school your child will be attending in the 2014-2015 school year. If you are not sure which school boundary you live in, use Pima Association of Government’s school-address look-up.
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